
 

Learning Adventure 1 September 2017 - February 2018 

Year 5  Title: It’s Alive! 
 

Mini Adventures Take One Book – ‘A Christmas Carol’, RE, Spider Week 

Enterprise Challenges  Run our own PDSA Pet Club and raise awareness and funds, to support 

the charity, MacMillan Coffee Morning project. 

 

Geography 
Where are the most amazing spiders? – Plan a journey to a contrasting place in another 

part of the world.  

 

Which creatures live in the World’s Rivers?  
 

 

PSHE  Relationships Explore how environments can change, because of human activity, and the 

effect on the survival of living things. Explore how to adopt a healthy lifestyle. 

 

Literacy 

Write to entertain 

Write creation myths for own own group tribes. 

Write to inform  

Create biographies of Charles Darwin, based on 

our research of his life and works. 

Create explanatory texts on the life cycles of 

living things. 

Prepare instructions – for ‘It’s Alive!’ card game 
(see Wikipedia) 

Writing to persuade 

Write balanced arguments and biased pieces, 

exploring the different viewpoints existing about 

animal welfare. 

Take One Book – Autumn Term – ‘A Christmas 
Carol’ (In conjunction with Victorian Christmas). 
Take One Book – Spring Term – ‘There’s a Boy in 
the Girl’s Bathroom’ – (Two Week Mini- LA on 

the book). 

 

PE – Tennis, Cricket, Swimming 

Table Tennis - 

 

 

Art 

 Make detailed observational drawings, 

paintings and sculptures of spiders to 

improve mastery of art and design 

techniques, including drawing, painting 

and sculpture with a range of materials 

 Investigate great artists, architects and 

designers in history. 

  


Numeracy 
Gather data on population increase over the 

decades. 

Use software to create a labelled diagram and 

growth graph. 

Use software to create a Venn diagram on 

adolescence and puberty. 

Measure spiders’ webs, from smallest we can 
find to the largest. Record and compare with 

those of spiders from around the World. 

DT 

 Design habitats for spiders. 

 Evaluate different types of shelter. 

 Design and create a model of an 

eco-shelter. 

 

Music (The creation of the world - by 

Héctor Pérez - Composer). 

What is a composer? 

Which instruments are used here? 

How well does this music depict creation? 

Additionally: Music notebooks, music 

appreciation, recorder tuition. 
Create spider music, using computing 

skills. 

 

History 
What is life? How have beliefs about life on Earth 

changed? 

How have beliefs about life on Earth changed over time? 

Science 
How do you know something is alive? 

What is a habitat?  

 Identify the habitats of different living things 

 How do living things reproduce? What are their life 

processes? 

I’m Alive 

What is my life cycle? Are all life cycles the same?  

Let’s be Gestation Gurus: Represent scientific data in 

graph forms and then look for patterns in animal gestation 

periods and draw logical conclusions. 

Can we be Foetal Development Detectives? Learn about 

foetal development in humans and represent foetal 

development info & data as a labelled scientific diagram 

and graph. 

Growth and Change: Recognise and explore key 

milestones in baby and child development. Interpret and 

understand growth charts and plot personal data as a line 

graph. 

Adults and Old Age: identify physical and mental changes 

that happen from adulthood to old age. 

 

Identify, order and explain the 6 key stages in a human life 

and create a human timeline diagram. 

 

 

Computing 
Collect and present data on different species, using a range of 

software. Create a simple branch data base on habitats. 

Develop our understanding of internet safety. 

Design and create programs, systems and content that accomplish 

given goals, relating to Maths, Science and our Learning Adventure. 

 

Modern Languages 

 Match French names to animals describe 

animals using simple French sentences. 

 

RE 

 Explore how people express faith through the arts. 

 What makes a person inspirational? 

 


